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Benefits of  
cornerstone society
As an honored member of the Cornerstone 
Society, you will receive an annual newsletter, 
an invitation to an annual luncheon, and a lapel 
pin to proudly wear at WCS events.  Members 
will be invited to share their stories of why they 
support WCS through Cornerstone giving, 
encouraging others to join.

Perhaps the greatest benefit of all is the 
knowledge that you are ensuring the unique 
mission and tradition of WCS far into the 
future.

“

”

Our World Belongs to God is a contemporary 
testimony of the Christian Reformed Church.  
It is a testimony that recognizes that the world 
is a rapidly changing place, much different 
than the world that existed a few years ago, 
not to mention generations, decades, and 
centuries ago.  

That premise – Our World Belongs to God 
– is foundational to who we are and what we 
teach at Whitinsville Christian School, a solid 
foundation that has allowed and helped WCS 
to flourish by preparing students for effective 
service in God’s World.  

As a community, it is important for us to 
continue to strengthen our foundation, and 
one way that we can do that is by supporting 
the Cornerstone Society of WCS.  As its name 
implies, the Cornerstone Society is focused 
on continuing to support the foundation of 
WCS through our Endowment Fund for years 
to come.  I hope that you will help us support 
and reinforce our foundation.

 - Russ VanderBaan,  
    Chair, WCS Board of Trustees,   
    Alumnus, Parent, Grandparent and  
    Cornerstone Society Member
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Estate Planning
Many individuals are not aware of their ability 
to give a planned gift, often because they have 
not had time for, or access to, estate planning. 
WCS is a member of Barnabas Foundation, 
an organization that provides guidance and 
assistance to Christians to help them grow in 
understanding of biblical stewardship.   

Our partnership with Barnabas makes the 
services of their attorneys and accountants 
available to you, at no cost, in the areas of estate 
planning and designing charitable gifts in the 
most tax-efficient manner.

Planned gifts to the WCS Endowment 
have long-lasting positive benefits across 
generations. The WCS Endowment holds its 
principal in perpetuity and pays out a portion, 
5 percent per year, for school operations and 
programs.   
 
Endowment growth over time is possible 
because additional investment income 
becomes part of the endowed principal that 
is then reinvested.  Growing the endowment 
with significant planned gifts means growing 
support for all school programs and operations 
- in perpetuity.*

cornerstone society
The Cornerstone Society recognizes the 
generosity of individuals who have made a 
planned gift to Whitinsville Christian School, 
such as including WCS in their will, and other 
planned giving opportunities like annuities and 
trusts.

The Society is named to signify the laying of 
a firm foundation in God’s Kingdom for WCS 
students through a Cornerstone gift. 

Christian education is the cornerstone for 
developing Christian character.  WCS faculty 
challenge our students to be the best and guide 
their potential and talents. 

This is a school where your child is “truly loved” by 
teachers and staff.  
     
     - WCS Alumnus, Parent, Grandparent, 
        and Cornerstone Society Member

The WCS education and the teachers set a good 
example for me, and gave me a Christian perspective 
on everyday life.  It helped me tremendously. I tell 
parents and grandparents how important it is to give 
their children a Christian education.  

When we come together as a community and join 
Cornerstone, current and future students’ lives are 
transformed, just like ours were. 
     
     - WCS Alumnus, Parent, Grandparent, 
        and Cornerstone Society Member

Planned Giving

*For donors 65 years of age and older, planned gifts 
to the endowment count toward the Rise Up & Build 
Campaign goal.
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